Gil Nelson:Working group wiki:
https://www.idigbio.org/wiki/index.php/Paleo_Digitization_Working_Group
Gil Nelson:1-866-285-9156
Jessica Utrup:The Geolex page that you've been showing us is quite lovely,
but when I use it, a number of the links still revert back to the old Geolex
page. Is this page still a work in progress (knowing of course, that it is
always a work in progress)?
Jessica Utrup:And thank you for all of the work you have done!
Una Farrell:Hear hear!
Margaret_L:Agrreed Thanks for all your work Nancy!
Daniel Miller:Ditto!!
Jessica Utrup:Are you doing any work to provide correlated links between
formations in the PaleoBiology Database and Geolex?
Jessica Utrup:Yes.
Jessica Utrup:I think he headed west, and another group has taken over part
of the database (Mark Uhen and others)
Daniel Miller:You mentioned the COSUNA charts - I think Macrostrat is based
largely on these if people are interested.
Daniel Miller:Yes - I think that is a great idea! The raw charts would be
very useful. I have also found lots of errors but Shanan knows the data are
"dirty"
Daniel Miller:You mentioned the "correlation charts of correlation charts"
idea - how much is available for seeing how stratigraphic concepts have
evolved over time (formations names etc.) This is very important for dealing
with old collections/legacy data.
Deb:http://www.paleoresearch.com/
Ann Molineux:Do you mean PRI?
Una Farrell:i think this http://www.museumoftheearth.org/
Ann Molineux:Yes, that is the correct link
Jessica Utrup:Una is right; PRI is The Museum of the Earth.
Jessica Utrup:PaleoPortal (www.paleoportal.org) is an ongoing project.
Pat Holroyd:Wow, I love being mentioned! Yes, the use of names confuse
most people because they think of time in terms of numbers
Pat Holroyd:I also like old and young and up and down
Daniel Miller:Sorry - mike is dead on my end...
Una Farrell:very interesting to think about how we should record that in a
database
trish weaver:Thank you Nancy
Daniel Miller:Thanks very much!
Catherine Riddle:Thank you
Una Farrell:Thank you!
Ann Molineux:Thank you!
Pat Holroyd:Thanks!

